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ABSTRACT
Simulation on directed graphs is an important method for understanding the dynamics in the systems
where connectivity graphs contain cycles. Discrete Stochastic Heterogeneous Simulator (DiSH) is one of
the simulation tools with wide application, which uses regulator values to calculate state updates of
regulated elements. Here we present a new simulation approach DiSH-trend which also takes into account
the trends in regulating elements. We demonstrate the features of trend-based regulation, as well as hybrid
regulation, which is a combination of the trend- and level-based approaches. The modeling capabilities
are demonstrated on a small toy model, showcasing different functionalities. Real-world capabilities are
demonstrated on a larger network model of food insecurity in the Ethiopian region Oromia. Adding trendbased regulation to models results in increased modeling flexibility, and hybrid regulation improves
qualitative dynamic behavior prediction. With appropriate data, DiSH-trend becomes a powerful tool for
exploring intervention strategies.
1

INTRODUCTION

Complex systems have been studied with network models for the last 50 years. These models encode the
system connectivity as the network topology, where system modules are represented as nodes and their
interactions as edges. The differences between the models arise from diverse approaches in modeling
dynamics. Signal propagation was studied with network models in various fields: biology, psychology,
sociology, economics, politics, and engineering (Barrat et al 2004). Modeling the dynamics of the signal
propagation helps in understanding how different collective decisions are made, elucidates emergent
behaviors and patterns, and offers insight into the effectiveness of potential interventions in solving
complex system challenges.
Some of the good examples with the successful application of dynamic networks models are complex
biological systems. The networks are composed of interactions between entities such as molecules in cell
signaling pathways, or species in an ecosystem. The success of biological network models can be credited
with the availability of structured data for parameter tuning. There are several common dynamics
modeling approaches: Boolean networks (Albert et al 2008), Discrete networks (Sayed et al 2017),
Bayesian networks (Needham et al 2007, Wilkinson 2007), ODE-based models (Materi and Wishart
2007), rule-based models (Faeder et al 2005), and Petri nets (Chaouiya 2007). These approaches vary in
flexibility, reliance on data availability, computational expenses, and precision, from the most robust
(Boolean networks) to the most precise (ODE-based models).
Here, we are focusing on discrete networks with more than two discrete levels, as a balanced
modeling approach that can operate in data-scarce scenarios, and has a tunable resolution to meet
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modelers’ goals. As an example, we are using the discrete stochastic heterogeneous simulator (DiSH,
Sayed et al 2017). This tool simulates signal propagation through a directed graph, by calculating
individual element updates according to the states of their regulators (elements with directed edges
pointing to the observed element).
DiSH calculates element updates exclusively based on their regulator values. This regulation regime
was developed to represent the dynamics of chemical reactions, where a molecular species concentration
only increases at the expense of its reagents. While it is a faithful representation of many processes in
molecular biology, it lacks the necessary flexibility for models with heterogeneous granularity levels,
where some interactions are so “tight” that the regulated element follows the trend of its regulator. This
need arises when an interaction is hierarchical in nature so that an increase in the regulator is followed by
an increase in the regulated element, and a decrease in the regulator followed by a decrease in the
regulated element. As an example, if a population of bees is the only regulator of a population of insects
in the model, then population trends in bees should be immediately observed in the population of insects
because bees are taxonomically under insects.
In 1957, Holt extended the time series forecasting model in finance where the future levels are
estimated as the average of the previous levels, by adding a trend-based term, where the trend is averaged
displacement of the time series level over time. (Chatfield 1978, Holt 2004) Holt-Winters model (Winters
1960) expanded on it by introducing seasonality term to account for different seasons, and how certain
trends can be damped in certain seasons (e.g., lower productivity increase in winter than summer).
Inspired by the works of Holt and Winters (Holt 2004, Winters 1960) and their persevering
efficiency, we present here DiSH-trend, a novel modeling and simulation tool, which accounts for
regulator trends alongside their levels and can integrate seasonality through an additional “season” node.
The goal is to allow modelers enough flexibility to define the nodes according to both the relevant causal
relations and the available data. As an example, assume only bee population data are available, and not
insect population in general. If insect population is needed for interactions with other parts of the network,
and its data are missing, then bees and insects can be two separate nodes in the network, instead of a
single aggregated one called “insect population”. In that case, bees, as part of the insect population, will
have their population growth trends directly reflected in the total insect population growth.
The synergy of causality (network topology), dynamics modeling (update functions and simulation
schemes), and data representation (discretized element values and value toggling) make DiSH-trend a
powerful simulation tool for exploring various interventions strategies in complex systems. In this paper
we provide a brief overview of discrete network modeling in Section 2, introduce DiSH-trend methods in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the experiments for testing DiSH-trend capabilities, while in Section
5, we demonstrate qualitative advantages of allowing trend-based regulation in DiSH-trend. Section 6
concludes this paper, briefly summarizing its contributions.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Discrete element-based models

An underlying structure of models that can be simulated by DiSH-trend is a directed graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) where
each node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 represents a single model element, and each directed edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 represents a directed
interaction between elements. Elements are storing discrete level variables assigned to the graph nodes,
update functions that determine how the element values change over time, as well as additional properties
that the modeler finds relevant for human inspection and better model interpretability (e.g., location,
category, or the origin of the element). The variable levels are uniformly distributed over [0,1] interval
and each element 𝑋𝑖 can have its own number of discrete levels 𝐿𝑖 . For an element with 𝐿 levels, 𝑘-th
𝑘
level (where 0 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝐿) will have a value 𝐿−1. Element subsets that affect the updates of an element 𝑋𝑖
are called influence sets, and the elements that belong to the influence set of the element 𝑋𝑖 are called
regulators of 𝑋𝑖 , while 𝑋𝑖 is called a regulated element. To simulate dynamics, regulated element values
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are updated by calculating their update functions. The element update functions are functions of the
previous states of their influence sets, and they define the model dynamics.
2.2

Simulation schemes

To support different rates and order of changes in system components, DiSH-trend has several
different simulation schemes, similar to the schemes implemented in DiSH [Sayed et al 2017]. These
simulation schemes are categorized into (i) simultaneous, where all elements are updated simultaneously,
(ii) sequential, where elements are updated one-by-one, either following a predefined ordering, or by
randomly selecting an element for update in each time step, and (iii) group-update schemes, where each
element is assigned to a group, and group elements are updated together. Selection of an arbitrary
element/group for updates emulates the stochastic nature of the modeled complex system and allows for
sampling over evolution trajectories, by running the simulation multiple times. Assuming no simulated
trajectory is a priori more likely than any other, the trajectory is averaged across the runs, as described
previously in [Sayed et al 2017]: for each element and each time step, an average value is calculated
across all simulation runs, and the sequence of averaged element values is the expected trajectory.
2.3

Value toggling

The input signals for the discrete network models are time series of element values on the input nodes
(i.e. nodes with no regulators). They can be encoded through value toggling functionality of the simulator.
Similar to DiSH, the new DiSH-trend simulator supports overwriting element values at predefined time
steps, by designating value toggle sequence which consists of pairs (𝑥, 𝑡), where 𝑥 is the overwriting
value, and 𝑡 is the time step in which the element value is overwritten. This feature can be used not only
for defining input signal, but also for representing shocks to the system, and interventions, by
instantaneously changing an element’s value, and observing the downstream effects. Leveraging this
functionality, a modeler can define relevant scenarios to explore, and compare the outcomes of different
intervention strategies. In addition to input nodes, we are denoting nodes with the relevant simulation
outcomes as output nodes.
3

METHODOLOGY

As mentioned in Section 1, the DiSH simulator supported only models where update functions include
level-based regulation, that is, element updates are computed solely based on the last observed values of
its regulators. Here, we first provide the details of the level-based approach and then introduce the new
trend-based modeling approach, the DiSH-trend simulator, which takes into account the trend of changes
in regulator values. We will refer to these changes in element values as trends, to emphasize that the
regulated element only sees the net change in the regulator value between its two consecutive updates.
Besides the trend-based regulation, DiSH-trend also supports the hybrid regulation type, a combination of
level-based and trend-based regulation, which is detailed at the end of this section.
3.1

Level-based regulation

In the level-based regulation approach, each element X is updated according to the function of only the
values of its regulator. If X has n regulators, and their values are R1, R2, …, Rn, then the new value of X,
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 , is computed using the old value of X, 𝑋𝑜𝑙𝑑 , and a function of regulator values as shown in equation
(1).
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑋𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝐹(𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , … , 𝑅𝑛 )
(1)
Let a regulated element 𝑋 be regulated by 𝑘 positive regulator sets and 𝑙 negative regulator sets, each
containing one or more regulators. A regulator set with the regulated element forms a regulation
hyperedge (a generalized edge that can have multiple heads and/or tails), with the regulators from a
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regulator set as the hyperedge tails, and the regulated element as the hyperedge head. We will denote each
positive regulator set 𝕀𝑝,𝑖 , and each negative regulator set 𝕀𝑛,𝑗 . Contributions from regulators belonging to
a common regulator set are multiplied (representing a synergistic effect of these interactions), and then
these products are summed (as regulator sets independently regulate the regulated element). If we denote
positive regulator terms as 𝐴𝑖 , negative regulator terms as 𝐼𝑗 , the corresponding interaction weights as
(𝑝)
(𝑝)
𝑤𝑖 , and 𝑤𝑖 , respectively, the update function 𝐹 for element X with L discrete levels will have value
determined by (2):
𝐹(𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴𝑘 ; 𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , … , 𝐼𝑙 ) =

⌈𝐿∙|𝐵(𝑨,𝑰)|⌉
𝐿

∙ sign(𝐵(𝑨, 𝑰))

(2)

where 𝐵(𝑨, 𝑰) is the balancing function:
(𝑝)
(𝑛)
𝐵(𝑨, 𝑰) = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 (∏𝑞∈𝕀𝑝,𝑖 𝑤𝑖,𝑞 𝐴𝑖,𝑞 ) − ∑𝑙𝑗=1 (∏𝑟∈𝕀𝑛,𝑗 𝑤𝑗,𝑟 𝐼𝑗,𝑟 ).

(3)

The products in equation (3) are calculated over the sets of regulators involved in a single regulation
hyperedge.
In addition to rounding up to the nearest higher discrete level, the simulator constrains updates to
have 0 ≤ 𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 ≤ 1. Any overflow is discarded, as DiSH-trend supports a finite number of states. While
this limitation challenges the reliability of the modeled dynamics, note that DiSH-trend supports an
arbitrary number of discrete levels for each element, and saturation at maximum level can be interpreted
as a suggestion to re-run the simulation with more discrete levels for the saturated element above the
reached maximum value. As an example, if 𝑋 has 6 discrete levels (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1), but during
the simulation saturates at level 1, modeler can re-run the simulation with 11 discrete levels (0, 0.1, 0.2,
…, 0.9, 1). If in the first simulation, the maximum value corresponding to level 1 was 𝑀, in the following
simulation, level 1 can represent value 2𝑀 . This way, simulation span can be iteratively doubled
arbitrarily many times, and because the simulation is run for a finite number of timesteps, encapsulating
all predicted values of element 𝑋 during the course of the experiment is warranted. Note that, halving the
interval between discrete levels would require halving the weights for consistency, which in turn ensures
that the element does not reach the maximum state as fast as in the previous simulation. The same applies
for saturation at the minimum level, whereas the extension doubles the value span downwards.
3.2

Trend-based regulation

The trend-based regulation extends the update function to include the changes in the regulators, i.e., their
trends, as arguments. If only trend-based regulation is present, balancing function for element 𝑋 is:
(𝑝)
(𝑛)
𝐵𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑,𝑋 (𝐴, 𝐼) = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 (∏𝑞∈𝕀𝑝,𝑖 𝑤𝑖,𝑞 ∆𝐴𝑖,𝑞 ) − ∑𝑙𝑗=1 (∏𝑟∈𝕀𝑛,𝑗 𝑤𝑗,𝑟 ∆𝐼𝑗,𝑟 ).

(4)

The balancing function from equation (4) is used in the random step-based sequential scheme (RSBSequential) [Sayed et al 2017], where the timeline is non-linear due to the stochastic selection of the
updated element. In this simulation scheme, which was described in detail in [Sayed et al 2017], a pool of
updateable elements (those with regulators) is formed, and in each time step, a single element is randomly
picked from this pool to be updated. With this in mind, there are multiple ways one can define the trends.
To enforce consistency, and prevent a single regulator update from being observed multiple times in the
regulated element, we defined the regulator trends (e.g., for a regulator 𝑅 of an element 𝑋 ) as the
difference between the current regulator level (i.e., 𝑅(𝑡)) and its level at the time step of the previous
update of this regulated element 𝑋 (i.e., 𝑅(𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑋 )):
∆𝑅𝑋 (𝑡, 𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑋 ) = 𝑅(𝑡) − 𝑅(𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑋 )

(5)
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We have updated equation (3) from the previous subsection to account for this change in 𝑅 as defined in
equation (5), resulting in equation (6):
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑋𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝐹(𝑹(𝑡), ∆𝑹𝑋 (𝑡, 𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑋 ))

(6)

This implementation means that each element (except for the input elements, that have no regulators),
stores the last two values of all of its regulators. We initialize these doublets of previous values by storing
the initial value of the regulator in both slots, that is, its ultimate and the penultimate observed values.
Hence, all trends are initialized at 0. While the current version of DiSH-trend supports any initial value of
an element (within the set of its allowed values), it does not support nonzero initial trend values. As our
next step, we will add a capability to DiSH-trend to use historical data from time before the simulation
start date, and thus, to initialize non-zero trends where applicable. During the simulation runs, whenever
the regulated elements are updated, their regulators’ previous two observed values get updated
accordingly. Fig. 1 shows an example of how trend-based calculations are done on a small 3-element
model where all interactions are trend-based.

Figure 1: Trend-based calculation demonstrated on 3-element toy model: underlying graph with the full
line representing level-based regulation, and dashed line representing trend-based regulation (top left),
update functions (bottom left), an input signal on node 𝐴 (top right), arbitrary update order sequence
(right), and the values of elements in each time step (below update sequence). In the first time step, 𝐵 is
selected to be updated, but the trend of 𝐴 is equal to 0, so 𝐵 remains unchanged. Then, 𝐶 is selected and it
is increased due to nonzero value of 𝐴. In time step 𝑡 = 3, 𝐶 is updated again, proportional to the value of
𝐴. Element 𝐵 is updated in time step 𝑡 = 4 and it finally observes the trend of 𝐴 by comparing its value at
time step 𝑡 = 3 and the last time step when 𝐵 was selected to be updated (time step 𝑡 = 0).
4

EXPERIMENTS

We tested the modeling capabilities of our new DiSH-trend simulator on two graphs of different scale.
First series of experiments is run on small 4-element synthetic graphs (Fig. 2) to ensure validity of
individual features, as well as to compare with the previous simulator version. Second series of
experiments was run on larger graph representing a real-world model of food insecurity in Ethiopia. In the
larger model we are showing how trend-based regulation can be used on real data and how it gives
modelers more flexibility.
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The simulations are run on MacBook Pro with 3.3 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5, 16 GB 2133 MHz
LPDDR3 memory. The simulator is implemented in Python 3.8.5 and is available at
https://bitbucket.org/andjelkovicstefanpitt/dish-trend/src/master/.
4.1

Trend-based and hybrid regulation toy models

The graph shown in the top left corner of Fig. 2 represents a simplified causal structure of intervention
modeling scenarios, where intervention cannot target the root cause, but rather attenuates its downstream
effects. The small graph has 4 nodes: cause, intervention, problem, and outcome. Fixing the
input signal from cause and intervention, we are testing different combinations of their
contributions, as well as different effects of problem on outcome.
We ran experiments for each of the level-based, trend-based, and hybrid regulation of outcome by
problem, in 5 different scenarios as displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Toy model experiments on 4-element graph
#
1
2
3
4
5

Scenario name
Regular
OR
AND
NOT
Target

Description
problem negatively regulates outcome
problem and cause independently negatively regulate outcome
problem and cause together negatively regulate outcome
problem positively regulates outcome
problem and cause together negatively regulate outcome only when
cause=0.7

Figure 2: Toy model results: the underlying graph structure (top left); input signal on cause and
intervention nodes, alongside their regulated element problem (bottom left); output comparison between
level-based, trend-based, and hybrid regulation models in 5 different scenarios (right).
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4.2

Modeling food insecurity in Ethiopia

We developed a causal model of food insecurity in the Ethiopian region Oromia as a use case for hybrid
regulation. This model contains 31 nodes and 49 edges (including one self-edge), as shown in Fig. 3. The
model is structured in such a way that it has input nodes for the causes of a potential crisis relevant to
food security, SARS-CoV-2 virus denoted as coronavirus in Fig 3, conflict, and locust
swarm, as well as intervention and aid nodes, sanitation and hygiene aid displayed as
sanitation aid, and food aid. This structure facilitates hypothesis generation and comparisons
between different intervention strategies.

Figure 3: Large model of food security in Ethiopian region Oromia.
Simulation is set up with real-world data for most of the input nodes (Table 2) to explore the
advantages of trend-based and hybrid regulation in modeling realistic scenarios. The biggest challenges
were data scarcity and misalignment between time series data: some of the variables such as
temperature and precipitation have daily resolution with data spanning over 70 years
(Terraclimate, ERA5, CHIRPS), while malnutrition is monitored through surveys that only take
place once in 4-5 years (DHS). Following available data, we modeled the period from January 2008 to
March 2022, with monthly resolution (each simulation time step corresponds to one month) to have a
resolution as fine-grained as possible, but limit interpolation as much as possible. Data given with daily
resolution was aggregated by summing counts (conflict, SARS-CoV-2 virus) or averaging
(temperature, precipitation). Data-derived input signals are shown in Fig. 4.
Each element is represented by an 11-level variable (with levels: {0, 0.1, 0.2, …1}), which allows
convenient conversion between integer indices used to define value toggling and target regulation ({0, 1,
2, …, 10}), and variable values. Discretization is done by splitting the range of element’s historical
recorded values from available data into 11 uniformly distributed bins and then translating real number
values into integer values of their bins (i.e. the lowest bin numbers into 0, the following bin into 1, etc.).
Note that near the end of the simulation (after March 2021) there are no available data at the time when
the simulations were run. For temperature and precipitation, we copied the last 12 months'
data perpetually until the end of the simulation, because these are periodic, while for the other input
variables we kept them at their last recorded value. The unknown variables are initialized at mid-level
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(0.5) in the absence of more accurate information. Note that, while we are treating SARS-CoV-2
virus as an input, in the model it is regulated by quarantine and vaccination. After March 2021
we are no longer enforcing its value via the value toggling feature, and its dynamics are predicted by
DiSH-trend simulation.

Figure 4: Data-derived input signals for the large food insecurity model.
While the simulator does not enforce the weights to be in the interval of [0,1], it is strongly
recommended for simulation stability (avoiding saturation), and easier interpretability (absolute values of
these weights can be interpreted as transition probabilities). With that in mind, we took value weights to
be the maximum ones (𝑤𝑣 = 1) to observe the strongest level-based regulation effects. Consequently, for
the trend-based regulation weights 𝑤𝑡 = 0.5 to account for the fact that the trend can be negative. With
the span of possible values [-1,1], the interval of influences [-0.5, 0.5], is the same size as level-based
regulation interval of influences [0,1]. In hybrid regulation models, we set weights 𝑤𝑣 = 0.25 , and
𝑤𝑡 = 0.5, to make it easier to compare them to the trend-based regulation (they would use the same trend
influences, and the only difference would come from the level-based contributions).
Table 2: Data sources for Oromia food insecurity model with spatiotemporal aggregation level
Variable

Source

Reference

Conflict
Food aid
Pesticide
Precipitation
Quarantine
Sanitation and hygiene aid
SARS-CoV-2 virus
Temperature
Vaccination

ACLED
FAOSTAT
FAOSTAT
CHIRPS
EPHI
USAID
OWID
ERA5
WHO

Raleigh et al 2010
FAOSTAT
FAOSTAT
Funk et al 2015
EPHI
USAID Database
OWID; Roser et al 2020
ERA5; Hersbach et al 2020
WHO

Resolution
(spatial/temporal)
Ethiopia/daily
Ethiopia/yearly
Ethiopia/yearly
Oromia/daily
Ethiopia/monthly
Ethiopia/yearly
Ethiopia/daily
Oromia/daily
Ethiopia/daily
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We run the simulation 200 times with 170 time steps and then average across the runs. The
experiment is done three times: once for the level-based regulation model, once for the trend-based
regulation, and once for the hybrid regulation model. We built the trend-based regulation model by
manually selecting interactions where the regulated element value does not keep increasing/decreasing
when its regulator stops increasing/decreasing and converted them to trend-based interactions. After that,
we built the hybrid regulation model by converting all trend-based interactions into hybrid interactions,
for comparison purposes.
5

RESULTS

The results show the advantages of DiSH-trend over DiSH in capturing element trends, as well as how
DiSH-trend can recover qualitative behaviors missed by DiSH.
5.1. Small network model results
The simulated behavior of outcome in all five scenarios, for all three models, is displayed in Fig. 2. The
regular model shows expected qualitative behavior: hybrid regulation has a steeper decrease than levelbased regulation because the negative trend is contributing to it, as well. After time step 20, when the
problem value decreases, its level-based influence is decreasing, but its negative trend is observed as a
positive trend in the trend-based and hybrid regulated outcome, so these two show a progressively
slowing increase.
OR scenario gives similar predictions as the Regular scenario for level-based and hybrid regulation,
the only differences being undistinguishable trend-based and hybrid regulation. This happens because
cause has a nonzero value between time steps 5 and 19, and it regulates outcome negatively and
stronger than the trend contributions from problem. Only from time step 20, these trend contributions
are not opposed by cause, and they increase the outcome value.
For the AND scenario in the level-based and the hybrid regulation, we observe a problem-induced
decrease in outcome, but slower than seen in the Regular model, because these contributions are
multiplied with 0.6, which is the value of cause. In trend-based regulation slower decrease means a
smaller drop, so the outcome value saturates earlier.
The NOT scenario has the outcome update function with the same absolute value, but the opposite
sign, compared to the Regular model. However, the element trajectories are not symmetric because the
element values are bound in [0,1] intervals. Trend-based regulation cannot increase outcome value
because it is already at maximum level, and the first change is observed when problem value increases,
which in turn decreases outcome value. After that, the trend-based regulation outcome in the NOT
scenario is symmetric to the trend-based regulation outcome in the Regular scenario. The level-based
regulation outcome remains at maximum level throughout simulation because it starts at maximum
level and the only regulator is problem, which increases outcome value.
In the Target scenario, outcome behaves similarly to the AND scenario, which is expected given
that the Target scenario changes outcome value only when cause is at 0.7, and the AND scenario
changes outcome value whenever cause is nonzero.
Small model simulation runtime is comparable between level-based, trend-based, and hybrid
regulation, and was for all iterations between 0.374 s and 0.539 s.
5.2 Large network model results
The three versions of the model for food insecurity in Ethiopia, with level-based regulation only, trendbased regulation only, and hybrid regulation that combines value- and trend-based regulation, are
examined by comparing predicted outcomes of non-fixed variables. A subset of variables with the most
notable distinction is displayed in Fig. 5.
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The resulting plots show that trend-based regulation modeling can predict different outcomes than
traditional level-based regulation, ranging from moderate (sanitation and hygiene, and human
migration) to opposite (food supply, food export, livestock production, and
human disease). Evaluation of these outcomes requires more data, but some of the predicted
outcomes can be qualitatively evaluated. There are examples where trend-based regulation yields more
intuitive predictions than level-based regulation, such as education increasing, human migration
increasing after a series of conflicts, and sanitation and hygiene increasing before conflicts but
decreasing during conflicts and the pandemic. On the other hand, level-based predictions seem to favor
food availability (livestock production, food supply) and expect human migration and
human diseases to be progressively decreasing, which is expected in peaceful times. None of these
regulation methods is better than the other, per se, but having them both increases predictive capacity by
allowing more variety in reachable outcomes.
Hybrid regulation models strike a balance between value- and trend-based regulation models, by
combining them, which is observed in the results. However, when a positive hybrid regulation is present,
and the regulator value is increasing, then the regulated element’s value will increase faster than with
either value- or trend-based regulation because both value and trend are contributing to the increase (see
education in Fig. 5), Hybrid regulation predicted outcomes can be similar to the ones predicted by
level-based regulation, or trend-based regulation, depending on which is more prominent: regulator’s
current value or regulator’s current trend. In this model, hybrid regulation outperformed level-based and
trend-based regulation in capturing effects of a pandemic on the system: it captured the strongest rise in
human diseases, and the deepest drop in food export and food purchase.
Large model simulation runtime on average for level-based regulation is 68.7 s, trend-based 71.2 s,
and hybrid regulation 74.7 s.

Figure 5: Comparison of selected simulation results between level-based (dashed blue line), trend-based
(orange dot dash line) and hybrid regulation models (green full line).
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present DiSH-trend, an extended version of the DiSH simulation tool for wide
application in network dynamics modeling. DiSH simulator modeled dynamics by calculating updates for
elements based on the values of their regulators. In DiSH-trend, these updates are extended to take into
account regulator trends, as well. This allows for greater modeling flexibility and helps modelers simulate
scenarios where the trend of the regulated element should follow the trend of the regulator.
We compared DiSH-trend with DiSH on a small 4-element toy model, and a larger 31-element model
of food insecurity in Ethiopia. For each of the experiments, we considered level-based regulation (as
DiSH extension which supports discrete elements), trend-based regulation, and hybrid regulation as a
combination of the former two (DiSH-trend). The small model showed each of the implemented DiSHtrend functionalities, and how they yield distinct results between these three regulation modes. The large
model showed how level-based regulation fails to capture some expected trends, and how hybrid
regulation improves on that.
Allowing a greater variety of interactions by introducing trend-based regulation and combining it with
traditional level-based regulation resulted in more faithful complex system representation in DiSH-trend,
which in turn increased the simulator’s predictive power. Leveraging more data and modeling at scenarioappropriate timescales will yield more conclusive and more precise predictions. The future work will
focus on weight inference from data, which will increase the forecasting accuracy. Given data
availability, integrating DiSH-trend with machine learning approaches for parameter tuning can leverage
its speed and robustness in generating predictions, to make it an efficient self-trained artificial
intelligence-based tool for studying complex systems.
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